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AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD F. CLEMENT, JR. 

1. My name is Richard F. Clement, Jr. I am of sound mind and body, and competent 

to make this affidavit. The factual statements herein are true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge, and the opinions expressed herein are based on my best professional judgment. 

2. My professional qualifications are summarized here. Please refer to my resume 

which is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit A for details of my education and experience. I 

received my M.S. in geology from the University of Vermont in 1967; my B.S. in geology from 

Boston College in 1965 and have been employed as a geologist and manager since 1967. In 

1969 I began my career in uranium geology and uranium extraction and I am one of the pioneers 

of the in-situ uranium business. I have been directly involved in the exploration and 

development of in-situ uranium deposits in New Mexico in the vicinity of Crownpoint since 



1972 when the first exploration began in the area. I have intimate knowledge of the geology at 

the proposed development sites described in HRI's license through visual inspection of numerous 

drill holes including cores of the actual rock to be leached as well as down hole geophysical 

records derived from the drill programs. Only the geologists employed by me have more 

experience in reviewing the geotechnical data of the Crownpoint area. 

3. I currently serve as President of Hydro Resources, Inc. (HRI, Inc.) and supervise 

several technical employees and consultants who have prepared the application and 

correspondence submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for its grant of the 

subject source material license. 

Expert Conclusions: 

4. As President of the corporation I am qualified to discuss the overall plans and 

objectives of the company to develop the licensed properties. 

5. The purpose of this Affidavit is to explain the steps in identifying, developing, 

and producing at a typical uranium recovery property using in situ leach (ISL) methods. This 

explanation will demonstrate why the allegations in Petitioners' Stay Request are irrelevant, or 

incorrect. 

6. Typically when a company enters an area of potential development it begins 

operations by drilling numerous exploration holes. These holes are the dominant source of 

information about the geology, hydrology and geophysical character of an area. This 

information allows a company to establish whether any ore body discovered is amenable to ISL 
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production. Other key characteristics analyzed include permeable host sands where injection and 

extraction wells will deliver oxygenated water to the uranium ore in a fairly uniform pattern to 

efficiently extract the majority of the uranium from the host sands and the presence of a water 

saturated sand under artesian pressures such that flow can be readily induced between pumping 

extraction wells and injection wells. Of course the most important characteristic is the presence 

of high grade ore with few contaminating elements so the uranium is readily and economically 

extractable. 

7. If these positive characteristics are determined, additional measurements are 

completed including regional pump tests that establish the pressure continuity of the aquifer as 

well as the nature of confining layers to assist in controlling potential vertical migration that 

could be hypothesized in an unbalanced wellfield. All of this information is collected and 

reviewed by experienced engineers and geologists prior to making an application to the 

appropriate agencies for operating licenses. 

8. The permitting process is then undertaken with the professional technical staff of 

the permitting agency. This process includes significant exchanges of information between the 

applicant and NRC experts wherein concepts of hydrologic control, operational geochemistry 

and drilling engineering are reviewed and discussed. This exchange continues until the regula

tors develop the appropriate level of comfort that the applicant's technical proposal warrants a 

permit or license with the proper environmental and health physics controls. In the case of the 

NRC this review yields either an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement 

(EIS) which is a comprehensive federal environmental safety and health review of the potential 

impacts of the proposed project. After all licenses and permits are in place, including an EPA-
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approved aquifer exemption and underground injection control (UIC) permits, a company mar

kets the product uranium to nuclear utilities on a long term contract basis which corresponds to 

the feasibility of producing the uranium at a certain cost. With sufficient margin for profit, the 

company can receive financing from a lending institution or raise capital from the equity mar

kets. It is only after each of these phases is complete that uranium recovery can begin. 

9. This is the process HRI has followed at its New Mexico properties. To date the 

company has received its NRC license, but additional permits are needed before marketing can 

begin. The additional permits required include a UIC permit from the USEP A. Although the 

company already has a UIC permit and an EPA aquifer approved exemption from the State of 

New Mexico, the UIC permit is the subject of litigation unrelated to health or environmental 

concerns. 

10. The affidavits prepared by those opposing HRI's NRC license do not reflect the 

entire sequence of events involved in development of the properties. In fact, almost all of the 

allegations in Petitioners' affidavits are centered upon the Crownpoint uranium deposit which 

was originally scheduled for underground mining before HRI took the property over as an ISL 

uranium recovery candidate. There are few, if any, allegations relating to the Church Rock 

properties. It is clear from the license requirements that the NRC has approved a phased 

development of the properties. First the company is to begin operations at Section 8 T16N, 

R16W (Church Rock Section 8). HRI cannot begin to recover uranium at its other licensed 

properties until conditions precedent are met: Crownpoint (License Condition No. 10.27 

requires the movement of town water wells); Unit One (License Condition No. 10.28 requires a 

groundwater restoration demonstration before development can take place); or Church Rock 
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Section 17 (where prior underground mining took place and special license conditions apply such 

as License Condition No. 10.20). None of these locations will begin operations for several years 

and only after license conditions are satisfied. 

11 . Moreover, the company cannot even begin operations in Section 8 until it resolves 

UIC issues relating to this section. (See License Condition No. 9.14). Therefore, most of the 

oppositions' objections which address Crownpoint and Unit 1 are irrelevant at this time. 

12. As HRI moves forward with developing Section 8, the company will learn more 

about the subsurface characteristics and the uranium market. More detailed information will 

enable HRI to finalize specific components of its planned operations. For example, technical 

data needs to be generated including additional drill holes for finalizing wellfield patterns. In 

fact, all wells including those drilled to be cased as part of the wellfield yield data that may 

change the wellfield configuration up to the time the casing is cemented in place. Decisions such 

as waste water handling (i.e, deep well disposal, brine concentration, evaporation, irrigation or 

some combination) are dependent on the relationship of market, technology and cost 

considerations which cannot be analyzed until such time as the operator has the necessary 

licenses, permit approvals and financing in place. It should be noted that contrary to claims in 

Petitioners' affidavits, irrigation is the least likely option due to extreme winter weather 

conditions making water handling less easily accomplished than in warmer climate areas. Other 

cold weather operations such as Wyoming and Nebraska make use of evaporation and deep well 

disposal as the preferred water disposal techniques. 
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13. Thus, in light of the phased development of the project, the objections presented 

in Petitioners' affidavits fail to demonstrate the likelihood of any immediate much less any 

irreparable harm. 

14. By contrast, granting a stay will cause significant harm to HRI. For example, the 

vast majority of HRI's holdings are covered by this NRC license. The value of these properties 

would be reduced significantly if a stay were to issue. This would make it very difficult for HRI 

to raise capital from outside investors. Moreover, I believe that a stay of the NRC license will 

make it more difficult to finalize the other approvals required for the properties, such as EPA 

UIC permits. 

15. Moreover, HRI applied for this NRC license over ten years ago. Since making 

that application, the company has spent over $6.5 million on the licensing process. A stay and its 

accompanying delay will only increase costs to HRI's detriment without providing any protection 

of public health and safety, the environment, or cultural resources. These matters are addressed 

in detail in (and will be protected by) the developmental and operational approach embodied in 

the NRC license for the project. 

16. Finally, I believe there will be harm to the nearly 200 allottees who own property 

at the Crownpoint Uranium Project. These allottees have important economic and property 

rights dependent on this project moving forward. For example, the allottees have signed leases 

with HRI for their properties in the Crownpoint area. These leases are subject to ratification by 

the U.S. Bureau oflndian Affairs (BIA). BIA will not ratify these leases while a stay of HRI's 

license is in effect. 
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I declare on this 23rd day of January, 1998, at Albuquerque, 

penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true an correc 

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Not Public in and for the 

State of New Mexico, on this 23rd day of January, 1998, at Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

My commission expires on March 31 , 1999. 

(SEAL) 

Notary 

OFFICJAL SEAL 

Anne M. Thompson 



1996 - Present 

1994 -1996 

1985 -1994 

1983 -1994 

1978 -1983 

1976 -1978 

Resume of Richard F. Clement, Jr. 

President, Hydro Resources, Inc. (HRI, Inc.) Responsible for 
all corporate activities as a subsidiary of Uranium Resources, 
Inc., a publicly held company (NASDAQ) including 
negotiations, property acquisitions, exploration, development 
technology and public relations. 

General Manager Exploration for Uranium Resources, Inc. 
and Energy Fuels Nuclear programs throughout the United 
States and Mongolia. Implemented Exploration evaluation of 
several Mongolian uranium provinces and expanded the 
United States In-situ development program to South Dakota 
and Wyoming as well as New Mexico and Texas. 

Director, Uranium Resources, Inc. Oversight of all corporate 
business activities including: developing lines of credit from 
Elders Financial Group and Citibank totaling over $40 million, 
bringing the company public through a merger on the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange; expanding to the Toronto and 
NASDAQ exchanges. 

Vice President Exploration - Senior Vice President, Uranium 
Resources, Inc. This capacity allowed oversight of all 
property acquisitions and geologic programs of the 
corporation including initiation of the development of the 
Kingsville Dome mine and the Rosita mine in south Texas. 
Both of these mines have produced over 4 million pounds of 
uranium through the in-situ mining method with positive 
environmental results. 

Vice President, Mobil Corporation of its subsidiary Mobil 
Energy Minerals Australia. Responsible for implementation 
of Mobil Oil Corporation expanded minerals program 
throughout the Australian Continent. Management of a 
multidiscipline exploration effort resulting in the acquisition 
and discovery of large coal deposits and highly touted 
strategic mineral exploration blocks in the worlds most 
prolific uranium province. 

Planning Associate, Mobil Oil Corporation, New York HQ. 
Designed Mobil's overseas mineral exploration program, 
revised planning assumptions for future mineral marketing 
and assisted the planning and development of Mobil's first 
commercial in-situ uranium operation in south Texas. This 
plant was one of the first in the United States and has 
continued in production from the late 1970's through the mid 
1990's. 
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1974 -1976 

1972 -1974 

1969 -1972 

1967 - 1969 

Resume of Richard F. Clement, Jr. 

Operations Coordinator, Mobil Energy Fuels, USA. 
Responsible for all exploration operations throughout the 
continental United States including New Mexico, Texas, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Montana, Utah, Nebraska and 
Oklahoma. In this capacity was responsible for all geologic 
data assembly and interpretation including the multi-million 
dollar geologic drilling program conducted by Mobil in 
association with the Tennessee Valley Authority near 
Crownpoint, New Mexico. This successful program 
discovered over 100 million pounds of in-situ mineable 
uranium. 

Senior Regional Geologist in charge of exploration in 
western New Mexico, Utah and southern Colorado. 
Developed several exploration prospects resulting in the 
company acquiring large favorable acreage blocks and the 
discovery of significant uranium mineralization. 

Senior Exploration Geologist conducting field exploration 
programs throughout Wyoming and the western New Mexico. 
In this capacity was able to review all major aspects of 
uranium deposition geology and developed expertise in 
determining the most favorable in-situ leach environments. 

Exploration Geologist Mobil Oil Corporation. Conducted 
exploration evaluation for oil and gas program in the Mid
Continental United States. Participated in several field tests 
and developed drilling prospects. 

Education: 
Bachelor of Science, Geology, Boston College, 1965 
Master of Science, Geology, Univ. of Vermont, 1967 

Registered Professional Geologist, Wyoming (PG 18 19) 


